In a nutshell, the wing incidence angle is the angle measured between the wing and fuselage centerlines. After hearing how some aircraft are designed with different incidence angles, columnist Lucas Weakley decided to test an incidence angle of 30°. Read more to learn what happened!

A Military Hero Turns 100
AMA Model Aviation Hall of Famer Col. Robert Thacker recently added yet another accomplishment to his list of lifetime achievements—he celebrated his 100th birthday. Read more to learn about Col. Thacker's life as reported by the Orange County Register. Plus read Col. Thacker's full biography, courtesy of the AMA History Project!

How to Mount Action Cameras to Your Model
Digital video cameras can allow you to record your flight on a memory card. Although you can certainly use cameras on most model airplanes, electric-powered foam models are definitely the most receptive camera platforms. Read more to get started!

New Products
Graupner MZ-12 Pro
If you're looking for a solid system with a ton of features at a reasonable price, then we have a solution! Read more to learn about this transmitter.

The AMA has a new, updated safety code. While you will find that the AMA Safety Code still institutes the same safety principles, it is now much shorter and succinct. The safety code is also accompanied by a new safety handbook that contains detailed information about the safety guidelines for each specific aeromodeling discipline. Read more to learn about the changes!